
Social Media -
an ethical mine field

C o r n é N e l  U P

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good day students! You might be surprised to see the topic of this session – I mean, what can an old ‘tannie or gogo’ teach you about social media?? Well. Not much I suppose, but I want to make you aware of the ethical minefield you are strolling through.



It is not evil or unprofessional – it can be an 
excellent marketing tool!

Ethics is what you do when nobody is 
watching    ~     George Bernard Shaw

Social media ~ -everybody is watching!!

Social media is about PERCEPTION - it has 
very little to do with the truth…..

You will never get a second chance to make a 
first impression

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let me start with a few statements in advance!Social media is not evil or unprofessional – it can be an excellent marketing tool! I am also on Facebook (just show you how old I am) and on Instagram, LinkedIn and so on. George Bernard Shaw said: Ethics is what you do when nobody is watching – talking about our integrity. But on Social media - everybody is watching!!  Social media is about PERCEPTION -  it has very little to do with the truth….. I am not saying everybody is lying on their profiles, I’m just saying that most people scrolling on social media don’t actually know you – they are seeing pictures and phots and they for an opinion or a perception e.g. they are always on holiday!! Always keep in mind - You will never get a second chance to make a first impression

https://www.flickr.com/photos/143601516@N03/28188286432
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Policies/ 
Guidelines

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Health care professionals registered with the HPCSA, there are a few policies you should you should be aware of. I will only highlight a few



Ethical 
guidelines

• Booklet 1 – 17

• 335 pages

• Topics:
• General ethical guidelines for health care 

professions
• National Patients’ Rights Charter
• Seeking patients’ informed consent: The ethical 

considerations 
• Confidentiality: Protecting and providing 

information
• Guidelines for the practice of Telemedicine

• 16: Ethical Guidelines on Social Media



THE SPIRIT OF PROFESSIONAL GUIDELINES

Practice as a health care professional is based upon a relationship

of mutual trust between patients and health care practitioners. 

The term “profession” means “a dedication, promise or commitment

publicly made”. To be a good health care practitioner, requires a

life-long commitment to sound professional and ethical practices

and an overriding dedication to the interests of one’s fellow human

beings and society. In essence, the practice of health care

professions is a moral enterprise. In this spirit the HPCSA presents

the following ethical guidelines to guide and direct the practice of

health care practitioners. These guidelines form an integral part of

the standards of professional conduct against which a complaint of

professional misconduct will be evaluated.



HPCSA

Health practitioners may find social media beneficial as it 

allows them to keep updated on the latest healthcare 

developments through reputable user-generated content, 

build a professional support network as well as 

communicate and share health-related information with 

the public and other health practitioners.

Obligations: 

HPCSA Ethical and Professional Rules, the Professional Board’s scope of 
practice and other relevant legislation, such as the Promotion of Access 
to Justice Act 3 of 2000, the Protection of Personal Information Act 4 of 
2013, and the common law

Ethical obligations and responsibilities regarding their relationships with 
their patients and each other, such as those set out in Booklet 1 General 
Ethical Guidelines for Health Care Professionals and Booklet 5 
Confidentiality: Protecting and Providing Information.

Obligations relating to the electronic storage and transmission of 
patient and  client data for professional purposes are found in Booklet 
10 General Ethical Guidelines for Good Practice in Telemedicine

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://nursingeducationnetwork.net/2020/04/14/journal-club-the-inevitable-reimagining-of-medical-education/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


HPCSA

GENERAL ETHICAL GUIDELINES FOR HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONALS 

The core ethical values and standards required of healthcare 
practitioners include the following:

2.3.8 Confidentiality: Healthcare practitioners should treat            
personal or private information as confidential in professional      
relationships with patients - unless overriding reasons confer a moral 
or legal right to disclosure. 

NATIONAL PATIENTS’ RIGHTS CHARTER

2.7 CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY

Information concerning one’s health, including 
information concerning treatment may only be 
disclosed with informed consent, except when required 
in terms of any law or any order of court

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The HPCSA mention in the GENERAL ETHICAL GUIDELINES FOR THE HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONS that Healthcare practitioners should treat personal or private information as confidential in professional relationships with patients - unless overriding reasons confer a moral or legal right to disclosure. NATIONAL PATIENTS’ RIGHTS CHARTER states that Information concerning one’s health, including information concerning treatment may only be disclosed with informed consent, except when required in terms of any law or any order of court.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/115089924@N02/16256199615/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


.
*Health practitioners must obtain the written consent (or assent in the case of children 
under 12) of the patient before publishing information (e.g. case histories and photographs) 
about them in media to which the public has access, whether or not the health care 
practitioner believes the patient can be identified by the data.

* Health practitioners sharing information or data for the sake of diagnosis, treatment or 
education and training through social media must ensure that the recipient of the 
information is not able to identify the patient from the data disclosed.

* Disclosure of information on social media must be kept to the minimum necessary in order 
to protect the rights of patients.

* Health practitioners must be aware that there is always a risk that the information can be 
disseminated, even in so-called “invisible” groups, (i.e. people you do not know are reading 
the information or who you did not know could read the information).

* The obligation to keep patient information confidential remains even after the patient dies.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When looking at the guidelines for Social Media regarding PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY the following are highlighted:



HPCSA

PRACTITIONER-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP

Interaction between health practitioners and their patients on 
social media can blur the boundaries of the professional 
practitioner-patient relationship.

Health practitioners are advised not to interact with patients via 
social media platforms as a failure to maintain strictly professional 
relationships with patients could result in other ethical dilemmas

The POPI Act outlaws the acquisition of data about an 
individual’s health or sex life outside the healthcare 
setting, and by having access to patients’ social media 
profiles, health care practitioners may find themselves 
privy to personal patient information that has not been 
shared in the healthcare setting

Health practitioners may choose to share personal 
information about themselves with their patients during 
face-to-face consultations, but social media does not offer 
a similar level of control over the extent and type of 
content shared

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

https://researchoutreach.org/articles/patient-compliance-modern-medicine/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


.

*Should the health practitioner receive an inappropriate message from a 
patient via social media, they should politely re-establish professional 
boundaries and explain their reasons for doing so. 

*Except in an emergency or life-threatening situation, if a patient is seeking 
health care advice over social media, the health care practitioner should politely 
request them to set up an appointment in-person.

*Providing health advice over social media to individuals with whom the health 
practitioner does not have a practitioner-patient relationship is discouraged and 
should be done with the outmost discretion.

*If health advice is shared online, it must be evidence based , scientifically sound 
and generic and the recipient must be directed to consult with a health 
practitioner in person before following through.

*Health practitioners should separate their professional and personal social
media accounts to help maintain the appropriate professional boundaries



HPCSA

THE HEALTH PROFESSION’S IMAGE

If the health care practitioner uses social media in their personal 
capacity, their online activity may nevertheless bring the profession 
into disrepute

The media routinely monitor online activity to research stories or 
potential stories. Information posted online may be disseminated, 
whether intended or not, to a larger audience, and may be taken out of 
context.

Content posted on social media may also 
harm the health practitioner’s employability 
and recruitment, limiting professional 
development and advancement. Employers 
often monitor the social media profiles of 
prospective employees, and are known to 
turn away applicants based on questionable 
digital behaviour.



.
*Social media activities health practitioners should avoid for example include:

8.4.1 Taking photographs during surgery and other forms of care or treatment;
8.4.2 Making unsubstantiated negative comments about individuals or organisations;
8.4.3 Making informal and derogatory comments about patients;
8.4.4 Making comments that can be perceived as racist, sexist, homophobic or
otherwise prejudiced, even if meant in jest or as satire

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Doctor%E2%80%93patient_relationship
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


HPCSA

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

Social media is also a popular tool for the advertisement and 

promotion of goods and services, with the growing online 

market being one of the most emphasised in business practice

When using social media, even if via personal or 
anonymous blogs, health care practitioners must 
comply with the HPCSA rules on advertising 
practice, (including not engaging in active or 
passive touting and canvassing or allowing others 
to do so on their behalf), and must make sure that 
they declaring their financial interests in hospitals 
(see Booklet 2 Ethical and Professional Rules of the 
Health Professions Council of South Africa and 
Booklet 11 Guidelines on Overservicing, Perverse 
Incentives and Related Matters)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Touting involves drawing attention to one’s professional goods or services by offering guarantees or benefits that fall outside one’s scope of practice. An example is advertising free WiFi services to patients while waiting for their consultations. Canvassing involves the promotion of one’s professional goods and services by drawing attention to one’s personal qualities, superior knowledge, quality of service, professional guarantees, or best practice. An example of canvassing is a health care practitioner declaring on social media or posting patient reviews that state he or she is ‘the best health care practitioner in the country’.



.

*Health practitioners may not advertise, endorse or encourage the 
use of any hospital, medicine or health-related product on social 
media in a manner that unfairly promotes the practice of a 
particular health practitioner or establishment for the purposes of 
financial gain or other valuable consideration.

*A failure to follow these guidelines when using social media will 
undermine public trust in the health profession. 



Status update

At 22h00 you want to inform your employees who 
is working tomorrow, at 7h00am or not. Bad 
management!

So f#%*$n tired of how patients talk to us in the 
hospital. F#$K!

Never get sloshed the night before you're on call, 
ngoba ngizokuhleka mina ekuseni

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, keeping all the policies and guidelines in mind, let’s look at Facebook. Let me first say – I apologize in advance for some of the images and language that I’m showing you, but that is the whole idea. I got these examples from comments of some of my own ‘friends’ on FB and others from Google. But they are real. At 22h00 you want to inform your employees who is working tomorrow, at 7h00am or not. Bad management! On this person’s profile it is clear where he/she is working – it was a hospital.The same applies to the next 2 status updates – also students or health care workers working at a hospital and the hospital is clearly stated on their profile.The Ann Jones profile is from the internet – not really appropriate for a teacher….. Remember it’s about perception! 



PROFILE PICTURES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When someone Googles your name, the first thing they’ll find is probably your profile picture. So it’s quite cool – if you are actually a wolf, but if someone is looking for a healthcare professional – they might just go the next one..And then this might also be quite inappropriate…This one say ‘I’m my own heroine’ – meaning my own female hero! The majority of people cannot spell correctly these days and it might read as heroin, the drugA very nice picture of a handsome young man – but if he is the new GP in town, it might not send the right message – remember PERCEPTION!



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I mentioned posting pictures with patients earlier – if you have to, please make sure you are doing it ethically. The first picture is showing the students card (UP), where she is working and the baby’s face – not allowed. The 2nd picture is showing the students’ face but not the baby’s identity is hidden. Still, make sure that you have permission from the mother if you want to post pictures like this. 



 

Brady Robards  and Darren Graf

March 2022

Social Media + Society

Racism was the most common reason, followed 
by other forms of discriminatory behavior (such as 
queerphobia), offensive content, workplace 
conflict, political content, acts of violence, and 
abuse.

Report on a study of 312 news media articles that 
document stories of people being fired because of a 
social media post. 

Social Media + Society January-March 2022: 1–13
© The Author(s) 2022 Article reuse guidelines:
sagepub.com/journals-permissions DOI: 
10.1177/20563051221077022
journals.sagepub.com/home/sms

How a Facebook Update Can Cost You Your Job”: 
News Coverage of Employment Terminations 
Following Social Media Disclosures, From Racist 
Cops to Queer Teachers



17 May 2022

CANDICE MCGREGOR

https://www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/23/75304.html#

bizcommunity In a recent matter an employee of Gold Reef 
City Casino was dismissed for posting 
derogatory comments, and the dismissal was 
upheld by the CCMA. In this case the employee 
had posted on his Facebook page that he had 
been fired by his employer for being gay, which 
the employee knew was not the truth. The 
employee then followed up with a comment 
which read "F*** you all" and thereafter 
clarified that the comment was not directed at 
his friends but rather at "GRCC". The 
commissioner found that it was clear that 
"GRCC" referred to his employer, who was 
easily identifiable and that the employee had 
intended to bring his employer's name into 
disrepute.



HPCSA 
complaints

THAT you are guilty of unprofessional conduct or 

conduct which, when regard is had to your 

profession, is unprofessional in that on or about 

December 2019, you acted in a manner that is not 

in accordance with the norms and standards of 

your profession in that you:   1. send inappropriate 

and pornographic material to a client you assessed.   

The Respondent was found guilty.  The sentence is 

effective for two years suspension from practice 

plus the Respondent to attend training on Ethics 

which should be determined by the Board



FIRED!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A few examples of consequences after posting something in anger or frustration or just to vent! These people were fired:



She was found guilty of hate speech in the 
Equality Court and ordered to pay R150 000 
to the Adelaide and Oliver Tambo Foundation.

Criminal charges

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of criminal charges  - Penny Sparrow, a journalist, commented on the crowds on the beach on New Years Day and called them monkeys because of the way they behaved and all the littering. After stating ‘from now on I will address the blacks in South Africa as monkeys….’ She was ordered to apologize. She did that almost immediately, saying it wasn’t meant as a personal insult to anyone. She was however found guilty of hate speech and fined R150 000. 



Ex-ANC employee Velaphi Khumalo went 
overboard in his disdain.

He responded by calling for a “Hitler-style 
cleansing” of white people, saying that they 
should all be skinned alive. He was found 
guilty of committing hate speech and was also 
forced to hand over a hefty fine for his 
indiscretions

Criminal charges
She passed away 3 years 
later on 25/7/2019 from 
lung cancer

Heading in news paper:

Convicted racist Penny 
Sparrow dies of lung 
cancer - report

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In reaction to that Ex-ANC employee Velaphi Khumalo went overboard in his disdain.He responded by calling for a “Hitler-style cleansing” of white people, saying that they should all be skinned alive. He was found guilty of committing hate speech and was also forced to hand over a hefty fine for his indiscretionsShe died 3 years later and the heading to the news report read: Convicted racist Penny Sparrow dies of lung cancer 



Woman Who Urged Boyfriend To 
Commit Suicide Must Serve 15 Months 
In Prison

August 3, 2017 4:24 PM ET

Michelle Carter, who was convicted of involuntary 
manslaughter for texting her boyfriend and urging 
him to kill himself.

Carter, 20, was found guilty and has been 
sentenced to 2 1/2 years in prison, with all but 15 
months suspended. She will also serve five years 
of probation.

Criminal charges
At her sentencing hearing, Carter's lawyer 
asked the judge to "spare his client any jail 
time and instead give her five years of 
probation and require her to receive mental 
health counseling," The Associated Press 
reports.

Lawyer Joseph Cataldo said that "Carter was 
struggling with mental health issues of her 
own — bulimia, anorexia and depression —
during the time she urged Roy to kill 
himself," the wire service writes.

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-
way/2017/08/03/541420286/woman-who-urged-boyfriend-to-
commit-suicide-sentenced-to-15-months-in-prison

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another example was Michelle Carter (20). She was convicted of involuntary manslaughter for texting her boyfriend and urging him to kill himself. She was sentenced to 2 1/2 years in prison, with all but 15 months suspended. She will also serve five years of probation.

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/08/03/541420286/woman-who-urged-boyfriend-to-commit-suicide-sentenced-to-15-months-in-prison


Business and employment-oriented 
social networking service that operates 
via websites. 
Mainly used for professional 
networking, including employers 
posting jobs and job seekers posting 
their CVs. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I cannot go into all the social media platforms, but let’s have a quick at LinkedIn. It is a business and employment-oriented social networking service, mainly used for professional networking, including employers posting jobs and job seekers posting their CVs.



Profile Pictures    

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, let’s look at some of the profile pictures – remember this is basically your cv that you are showing the world!And then?? Where is the picture?This one is quite puzzling……not sure what the message is?Ok, maybe an Uber drier? At least, this person has a car? Or want to have one?So, which one are you? Third one from the left???



Profile Pictures    

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 

ADD NAME

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 

ADD NAME

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 

ADD NAME

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 

ADD NAME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You don’t need a professional studio photo – but just have a nice, clear, friendly, not serial-killer-looking picture



Be aware of the image you present online and manage 
this proactively

Recognisethat the personal and professional can’t 
always be separated

Engage with the public but be cautious of giving 
personal advice

Respect the privacy of all patients, especially the 
vulnerable

Show your human side, but maintain professional 
boundaries

Contribute your expertise, insights and experience

Treat others with consideration, politeness and respect

Remember that other people may be watching you

Support your colleagues and intervene when necessary

• Using Social Media: Practical 
and Ethical Guidance for 
Doctors and Medical Students

• www.samedical.org/files/Guideline%20for%20Drs
%20Using%20Social%20Media%20febr015.pdf



Bui ld your  own brand

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember, you are building your own brand. It is who you are, what you stand for, the values you embrace, and the way in which you express those values. When you look at your social media profiles – is that the brand you want to promote? Is that the person you want people to see? I say again – it is about the PERCEPTION – and make sure that people don’t get the wrong impression about you. 



THANK  YOU!

C o r n é N e l

c o r n e . n e l @u p . a c . za

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you! 

mailto:corne.nel@up.ac.za
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